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The barrier is down, war is brewing and dragons fill the skies once more.Bakari is the first dragon

rider in centuries but he alone cannot subdue the growing tensions among the kingdoms around

Alaris. He begins a quest to find more dragon riders -- the only way to secure peace in the fractured

lands around him. In this second book of the Alaris Chronicles everyone is forced to choose sides in

the battle for the governance of Alaris. Roland Tyre seizes control of the Citadel and carefully plays

both sides -- but his immense charm and considerable wizard powers may prove useless against a

deadly and hidden enemy. Battle Wizard Alli Stenos is in the thick of every fight she can find and

only wants to secure an end to the violence.The three young wizards, Bakari, Roland and Alli have

become more powerful than many of their elders. But will that be enough to keep Alaris, and the

surrounding kingdoms, from descending into all out war?
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This book was great could not put it down thank you for agreat book 2 it had twist and turns in it and



how to learn about your self and see what good others have thank you now have wait for the story

to be read and enjoyed.thank you!

Wow, if love dragons, wizards and a Great story, I guarantee you'll fall in LOVE with this series.

Each of the characters are mesmerizing and the story just keeps your attention from the first to the

last. Thanks again Mike. I can't wait to read the next book too.

First book was good. Introduced its to a new world and people. We saw that world expand. This

book is the continuation of the first story but stand well on its own. The story was more active with

more twists and turns, and more at stake. There are still points that I had to ignore the impossibility

of events, but not many. This was really well done for a new author. Waiting for book three with

anticipation.

Gave this book, volume two of the series, to my grandson on his 11th birthday -- he's halfway

through it and is really enjoying it. Like volume one of the series, he rates it 5 stars.

This is a great book. It's not only for Youth and Young Adult. I'm 76 and think it's great. If you like

dragons and other such fantisy, get this one!

I wanted to like this but I hate the characters. I can't stand idiots that think dictatorship is just as

good as loosely republican form of government. The characters have fatal flaws that make it

impossible to relate or empathize with. The men the female lead is infatuated with nauseated me.

There also are a grammatical errors genders and pronouns that don't match

Avery good book and well worth the read. I enjoy this series as much as his others.

The book is excellent. I am impatient to read the next book. The story just gets better and better.
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